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The what, why and how of mobile assisted language use 

 

Mr Huw Jarvis, Language Education Consultant, Founder and Editor of 

WWW.TESOLAcademic.org   
 

Mobile assisted language use (MALU) is gaining increasing recognition in language education 

and is now included in the updated version of ‘The Concise Encyclopedia of Applied Linguistics’ 

(Kukulska-Hulme, 2018), as well as teacher education introductory publications such as Johnson 

(2017). The acronym MALU provides an alternative to traditional computer or mobile assisted 

language learning (CALL/MALL) for describing and investigating technology in language 

education. MALU provides a better account of what L2 digital resident students do with their 

devices and what it means to them. In this webinar I will briefly reflect on how twenty years of 

work in TESOL-based education technology led to the development (Jarvis, 2012) and 

formulation (Jarvis, 2013) of MALU.    I will argue that a MALU-based perspective can: bring 

authenticity into our practice; inform syllabus and curriculum design; contribute to a growing 

sub-field of informal second language learning; easily be applied to classroom lessons, 

particularly when aligned to task-based approaches. 
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*Downloading the Adobe Connect application (your computer may prompt you to do 

this anyway). 

To use Adobe Connect you need to download this application from Adobe:  

 For Windows:  http://www.adobe.com/go/Connectsetup 

 For Mac: http://www.adobe.com/go/ConnectSetupMac 

It is a very easy and quick install of an application called Adobe Connect, an icon 

(shown below) will appear on your computer.  

 

 
 

If you cannot open the link directly after the download, double click on the icon and in 

the Adobe Connect address box, please provide the URL meeting room (given above) 
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Mobile and Tablet Devices 

You need to download the app for Adobe Connect first. Your smartphone will normally 

prompt this. For advice on using a mobile device: 

https://www.liverpool.ac.uk/csd/software-support/adobe-connect/mobile-devices/ 
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